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About the research:
The source for all data is the KPMG 2020 Technology Industry Innovation survey. It included responses from more than 800 global leaders 
in the technology industry across twelve countries. Some totals do not sum to 100% due to rounding and/or only a partial list of responses 
being shown.

*Based on survey responses from 52 global technology company leaders who ranked digital assistants as the top technology they expect 
to be using to transform their business three years from now.
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             s COVID-19 creates a new reality, 59 percent of global technology company 
             leaders believe their business model will significantly or entirely change
             over the next three years. This is according to respondents to the
KPMG 2020 Technology Industry Innovation survey. At the same time, they
are optimistic about leveraging innovative technologies in this effort, with
77 percent saying their organizations are very or extremely effective in 
implementing innovative technologies to achieve their goals.

Digital assistants, the most advanced of which combine 
artificial intelligence, natural language processing, and 
machine learning, are poised to play an integral role. 
Technology company leaders ranked them on par
with Internet of Things, blockchain, and robotics,
and higher than 5G and edge computing in terms of
technologies they expect to be using to transform
their business three years from now.

In the new reality being created by COVID-19, 
companies may use digital assistants to accomplish 
the following: 

— Deliver a quickly scalable, differentiated 
     customer experience
— Reduce human error and increase efficiencies 
     (one example: processing expense reports faster
      and more accurately)   
— Allow employees to focus on more strategic
     and innovative work by freeing them from 
     mundane tasks 

The following are other key findings on digital assistants from the KPMG 2020 Technology 
Industry Innovation survey.
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Time horizon for digital assistants 
to have significant return on investment*

Key takeaway: Digital assistants are a long-term investment 
to transform the business.
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Top benefit in adopting digital assistants*

Decrease in investment
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Cost reductions

Improved business efficiencies

Key takeaway: This year's survey marks an inflection point in
companies using new technologies primarily for revenue and
market share growth as opposed to efficiencies and cost savings.  

Key takeaway: Tech companies believe in the potential of 
digital assistants as evidenced by increased investment.

Lack of employee/cultural 
support

Biggest challenge in adopting digital assistants*

15%
Technology complexity

The time/cost to reskill/upskill 
the workforce

Reliance on and cost of replacing 
legacy technologies

Key takeaway: Some employees may be concerned with privacy issues 
and/or being replaced by technology. 
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